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The Little Globe

a magazine for the Tarner crowd produced by Amex Area Neighbourhood Action Forum



Witches!
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Witches in the hood!

Reflections on a

community campaign:

‘On the block.’



Greenspaces

(who needs ‘em!)











Green Tarner

(turned sideways)

Art/poems/writings from

Simon, Dan, Richard, Steph

(including Nearlymades )

@Simon_at_Boing
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Witches in the

hood!

A few years ago a neighbour of mine ‘accidentally’

attended a gathering of Witches in a basement bar

off St James Street. I say accidentally because

she’d got the venue wrong and thought it was a

debate between differing Marxists on the topic ‘Is

Labour doomed?’ Once seated in the middle row

of what seemed an unusually packed room the

woman next to her whispered ‘are you Wicca, Sea

Witch or Old School?’ Becoming fairly certain

(although not completely) that this was the wrong

meeting, my neighbour felt too embarrassed to

leave. The presentation from the tiny stage was

about ‘the Brighton witchcraft tradition’ or something like that.

So my neighbour said she became quite glued to

the topic having not realised that world renowned



Your creativity in and

around the Edward Street

Quarter...

Hove based designer and artist

Richard Wolfströme has been commissioned to

develop a public art strategy for the Amex site

development as part of the S106 commitment.

‘I specialise in cultural placemaking with a firm

belief that artistic interventions in the public realm

should bring a sense of ownership and meaning to

local communities along with experiential

informative design for visitors.’ Richard’s

ambition is to create ‘sympathetic contemporary

artistic solutions that ensure the Edward Street

Quarter has a coherent, appropriate and desirable

approach to the public realm design.’

Richard invites local residents, organisations and

other interested parties to take part in these initiatives. He would love you to send him your stories,

expressions, pictures and anything else you think

would help him: ‘This is a great opportunity to help

in the development of the arts strategy which

plans to speak of place heritage and its future ambitions.’ So look out for news of meetings, workshops and opportunities to meet him in the new

year! You can contact him on: howl@wolfi.co.uk



author, poet and witch Doreen Valiente lived out her

last days in a top floor flat of a council tower block just a

minute away from where we both live (its true, there’s a

blue plaque right by the door of Tyson Place).

Other interesting facts emerged - did you know that the

so-called former ‘wickedest man on earth’, the late

Aleister Crowley, had connections to Brighton and was

cremated here? Crowley’s life had been peppered with

scandal and controversy. It was said that he ate

babies, engaged in human sacrifice and that his occult

practices inadvertently started the First World War.

Apparently his Brighton funeral in 1947 caused major

panic amongst the authorities. . Rumours that the

funeral might entail a black-mass spread fear across

the town and led to a ‘white mass’ at St Peters Church

with the council forcing this event as an antidote to the

‘abuse’ wrought upon Brighton by Crowley’s

supporters.

Unruly in their ‘free-thinking’, it was thought that

Brighton’s citizenry might too easily fall victim to evil

forces. As my neighbour left the meeting she found herself blocked at the basement stairs by a small Witch

from Hanover who seemed to have identified a left-wing

politico in their midst. But in fact, with a beaming smile,

this witch began chattering about how Brighton is and

has always been a safe place for non-conformity, rebellion and dissent. The witch immediately cited an example from the seventeenth century where large numbers

of townsfolk prevented the self-appointed witchfinder

general Matthew Hopkins from entering Brighton and,

having narrowly voted not to hang him, sent a terrified

Hopkins and his entourage back up the Ditchling

Top right, the

blue plaque

outside

Tyson Place.

Left, Doreen

Valiente circa

1960.



Road. I can’t find historical verification

of this delightful story but in a way it

doesn’t matter. For my money it captures

something palpably true about Brighton –

its a city of free spirits and free thinkers – a

place where you can disagree with each

other on all sorts of stuff without falling out;

where the clashes and conflicts between

us are just another exciting ingredient for

creativity— (or gossip at least).

This summer’s little uprising emerging from

the streets in the south half of Tarner (my

neighbourhood, closest to the Amex site)

is another delightful story. And a case in

point. As the group grew we became

‘everyone’ – all political colours and none,

probably a few witches (no-one asked);

people born here or 3,000 miles away;

people who lived yards from each other

but had never met. What unified us was a

sense that something unwanted had rode

into town these past years – and on a very

high horse.



On the block

Adapted for The Little Globe we print an extract from the forthcoming pamphlet by Carlton Hill resident Adrian Hart in which

he charts how the campaign to influence development of the

old Amex site led to bitter encounters with city planning and

hard lessons on the reality of today’s globalised politics of

housing. As the campaign evolved there was, however, an

unexpected silver lining ....read on...



This is the story of a gaggle of middle class, homeowning local residents – NIMBYs we might call them –

who tried to stop a planning proposal to build 168

desperately needed new homes and 2000 sq feet of

urgently required office space for expanding businesses.

So selfish! Doubtless their concern to preserve their lovely loft

-conversion views and keep a hold of their jealously guarded

parking spots is imagined to be more important than housing

or employing people. Can you believe it? ...

(continued on page 4)



It wasn’t just a developer keen to

wedge-in more ‘boil-in-a-bag’

slabs of luxury homes - it was

bigger than that. It was something vaguely terrifying – a

colonising force that rounds up all

the council cheerleaders and apparatchiks and developer privateers and rolls then into bed with

the devil (sorry, not devil, I meant

overseas billion dollar investors).

However, as it turns out (and this

is the good part), this veritable

cavalry charge of big money

finance desperate to mould a city

like Brighton into its own preferred, upmarket image, unites

the rest of us. My neighbour

says we were united all along if

only we’d known it. I agree.

May the colonising forces be told

exactly what they are (if not sent

back up the Ditchling Road). And

long live the free-thinking spirit of

Brighton - witches, Marxists,

non-conformists and all!

(Anon, St John’s Place)



@Simon_at_Boing



(continued) Actually don’t believe it. It’s true that the

story of the fight over what was to be built in the place

of the old, recently demolished ‘Amex House’ site gets

told this way but let me tell you how it really went

down. My story – the true story - is about a diverse

bunch of residents – owners and renters, young couples, families with kids, students in houses – people on

middle or low incomes, some struggling, some doing

ok. It’s about a motley crew who live in the old

terraces alongside the site and who were just about the

exact opposite of NIMBYs. In fact, this ramshackle

alliance (of which I’m proud to count myself ) were not

only pro-development they actually (audaciously)

produced their own alternative plans and submitted

them to the council (you can view them on the planning

portal for BH2018/00340).

Our radical re-balancing of the site placed tall buildings

away from where people live and repositioned them in

the north-west corner of the site where the nearest

neighbours are the Amex office block and the Police

Station. Oh, and we exceeded all the city targets on

new homes and offices. We also respectfully pointed

out that few, if any, of the officially proposed 168 new

‘units’, so gleefully endorsed by the Council as having

something to do with Brighton’s ‘housing crisis’, were

likely to be within reach of average earners.



Left, Queenie Saunders of White Street



The council’s ‘vision’ for the pretentiously named

Edward Street Quarter happily absorbed the leap in

scale despite the planning brief they had put forward in

2013 (but hey, there’s a crying shortage of luxury

apartments so...) But if you look at the plan you notice a

strange air-corridor running from the Amex Office

across the roof of a surprisingly low building (building

‘B’) and on southwards to Edward Street and the sea. A

bit odd? – surely that was the spot to build high?



And then there’s the equally strange re-instatement

of the tiny dead-end Mighell Street as a thru-route.

Mighell Street had been a street of old terraced

houses up until 1965 running southward from Carlton Hill and connecting up with Edward Street. You

could be forgiven for regarding the re-instatement of

old Mighell Street as a sweet idea until you realise

its essentially daft. It would be one thing if those

houses built in the place of slums (following the

1890 Housing of the Working Classes Act) were to

be reinstated (and according to the 1890 Act) but

the new Mighell ‘street’ will be a corridor-like path

flanked either side by buildings eight stories high

(offices to the west, luxury flats – sorry ‘apartments’

- to the east). The result will be an area hoping to

tick the box for ‘public realm’ but which offers next

to no direct sunlight. Oh dear, the ‘hell’ in Mighell

has been let loose.

From the ocean will regularly come that familiar

Brighton weather swirling up the hill and creating

what architects call wind-funnelling. So what? (you

might think) inhabitants of these new flats and offices and perhaps a few lost members of the public

may get blasted now and then as they scurry down

this shadowy pathway; they’ll manage. But it gets

worse. This nostalgic ‘reinstatement’ of the old terraced street (now a path) has to trace a north/south

line extending from the current Mighell Street. This

means the area available for the developer to place

its luxury apartment blocks is too small. In a perfect

world architects would no sooner go ahead and

cram the buildings in than you or I would cram an

Ikea-sized double into a room where there’ll be almost no floor and the bloody door is going to slam

into the bedside table (ok, I must admit I’ve done

this but you get my point).

Its not a perfect world. Its a world ruled by the market and, in this case, by land-value. The developer

needs to hit its minimum profit targets and only acts

according to the parameters laid down by council

planners (and in this case the parameter laid down

by a private legal covenant ensuring the skyline

view of the Amex office). And so buildings have

been jammed into this space and will stand there

forever like supermarket delivery-vans gridlocked

into the tiny streets of Hanover. This urbanpacking style of development results in (cont)



Greenspaces...
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are they really worth it?



buildings far closer to White Street’s west-side row

of backyards than they should ever be. At the

hearing the council’s case officer admitted as much.

The overshadowing and total loss of sunlight for four

homes in particular was, he said, ‘unacceptable’. It

was a surreal moment given that his recommendation to committee was to accept the proposal (but

sacrifices have to me made I suppose – those

luxury apartments urgently needed by global investors aren’t going to build themselves!)

Sensitive as I am to the origins of the term ‘Nimby’,

Not-In-My-Backyard seems a reasonable position if

you’re living off a pension (like White Street resident

85 year old Queenie Saunders) and the postage

stamp of backyard you call the garden of your small

rented house will never see the sun after the construction of 8 stories of luxury apartments. I don’t

know about you but ‘Nimby’ seems a reasonable

term to describe well-to-do village dwellers or socially unconscious suburbanites seldom stirred into

protest action unless a planning proposal threatens

their view of bluebell wood or the cricket green.

But that aside, for White Street residents, not in my

F*@x!ING back yard! seems, under the circumstances, an apt response.

The NIMBY taunt sits in a different political context

when it’s directed at ordinary people, powerless to

stop the supply of dizzyingly expensive homes to

buyers who are unlikely to ever include your kids or

your grandkids or anyone you’ll ever know. I’m being a bit unfair of course. Decent, likeable people

will come and live in these blocks. Some will have

nightmarish mortgages. Some will tell you they’re

renting from an overseas investor who bought a

dozen in one swoop. And when you hear they’re

using 40% of their income to pay their rent or mortgage (and then the bills and then the service

charge) maybe the nimbys of White Street won’t

begrudge them the sunlight their apartment block

has sky-grabbed. (continued on page 7)



Horticulturalist and White Street resident

Gareth Williams says YES!

Alarming news! Worldwide we are cutting trees at the

rate of 2 to 7 billion per annum. Tree planting is less

than half this rate. Cities worldwide are expanding. It is

projected that, by 2050, 68% of the world's population

will be urbanised compared to 55% now. Against this

stark background, we find that cities are struggling to

provide adequate green space for expanding populations.

In the UK only 12% of the land area is forested, compared to 36% in Spain and 72% in Finland. Our average greenspace areas in towns is relatively small too only 27sqm per person in London, compared with

45.5sqm in Amsterdam and an astounding 120sqm in

Vienna.

Recently, in our local area, we have seen large elms

felled because of disease. No replacement planting

has yet been made. Our city, Brighton, is bang on

trend!

Studies show benefits of greenspaces in cities. Trees

absorb CO2 and store it as wood and the leaves reduce and absorb airborne pollutants such as nitrogen

dioxide. Trees lessen the “heat island effect” whereby

buildings and paved areas store and radiate heat at

night. Greenspaces boost mental health, lower stress

and help with anxiety and depression. Greenspaces

provide for wildlife and increase local biodiversity.

Parks and greenspaces are good for children’s outdoor experience and provide a social venue for adult

recreation. On top of that, parks allow vital drainage

and absorption of rainfall, preventing flooding and

erosion.

So, maybe green spaces are a good idea, but are

there any drawbacks? Research shows parks need to

be safe, tidy and clean. Rats, flocks of pigeons, dog

fouling, graffiti and litter do not invite usage and tend

to reverse the psychological benefits.

Is it possible to make improvements to local ecosystems on a small scale? Yes, indeed. Examples of

small scale local improvements are widespread. Even

with a small plot, taking up the concrete, putting in

good topsoil and planting thickly with a wide range of

plant material will return the wildlife and biodiversity to

an area. We have witnessed this first hand from

gardens I have worked on in London and Brighton

(Continued on page 6)



a sideways look at Tarner’s public

(cont) Once birds, especially sparrows and tits return to an

area, their control of slugs, snails, spiders, mealy bug and

aphids can be amazing. Nature will return if given a chance and

the natural balance will restore.



GREEN



Parks are crucial to the healthy development of our city and should

be a major part of any city planning going forward.

For these reasons and with the upcoming development of the old

AMEX site, the area of land identified for green regeneration on

Edward Street between White and Blaker Streets has been

permanently set aside by the Council for public recreational

use. It is important we grasp the opportunity to improve

and develop the space, plant trees and bushes and

support wildlife with a diversity of plant material and a

humus layer. We need visually attractive year-round

colour beds and an eco-friendly planting scheme.

We are working in a consultative phase with the

community right now and your input would be

appreciated.

Help with this project, putting it within the domain of a

lease-tenured Charitable Trust with a team of volunteers is the goal. It has been suggested it be called the

“Rejuvenation Garden” and expressions of help and

support with this project

can be registered with

Richard Clayton,

Rejuvenation Garden

Co-ordinator, AANAF

RejuvenationGarden

@hotmail.com



Albion Community Association

have created a new community

garden on Albion Street. Check

them out on Facebook—this

group is going places!



spaces



Tarner Folly



The common ground

which, residents hope,

will be the site of a new

community garden. This

project will hopefully be

good to go early 2019



Can you add to this map?

(continued from page 5) In Big Capital, Who is

London For? Anna Minton exposes the money, the

power and the duplicitous politics transforming

London and cities across the globe into investment

holdings and playgrounds for ‘alpha elites’.

Both the inhabitants of old working class estates and

the middle class beneficiaries of gentrification and

‘property ladders’ (that last luckier group includes me

by the way) find themselves with more in common

than they thought as both get swept aside by a

machine driven by the world’s oligarchs, billionaires

and super-rich. In Britain this new wave of global

capital flow is attracted by a favourable tax environment and extremely favourable rates of return on



both land and property. If, over the last decade

since the 2008 crisis, you ever wondered why that

housing bubble never bursts, well, this is a clue.

Does Anna Minton mention Brighton? Oh yes. Her

focus is London of course and the examples she

gives of whole communities of working class

council housing dwellers forced out in order to

build chic urban villages take your breath away.

And government, hand-in-hand with ‘heads of

regeneration’ in local councils, may as well

complete their gift to the investor elite by providing

a red carpet and a Fortnum &amp; Masons hamper for

each smart-set buyer moving in. (continued on p8)
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..The same circuits of global capital are transforming

San Francisco, New York and Vancouver in North

America’ says Minton, and ‘European cities from

Berlin to Barcelona and towns and cities in the UK,

from Bristol to Manchester and Margate to Hastings.’

This isn’t gentrification, it’s another phenomenon

entirely. Big Capital is a study of the global finance

steamroller. And you don’t want to get in its way.

Anna Minton points to the dirty tactics of PR firms,

lobbying companies and event organisers hired by

developers to find ways of disrupting or discrediting

local opposition. She cites the 2008 plans to demolish the King Alfred sports centre on Hove seafront.

This ‘vision’ put forward by Frank Gehry for 750 luxury apartments generated sufficient controversy to

warrant a surprisingly corny but no less shocking

tactic. Minton describes how an events company

was hired to approach local drama students and,

according to one student, offered ‘cash in brown

envelopes to attend a planning meeting and pose

as a supporter.’

The student told Minton that they were each paid to

go there ‘and shout down the local opposition.’

Evidently one very helpful phrase to shout is ‘bloody

NIMBYS!’ Big Capital describes how powerful

developers (and in many cases councils too)

cynically weaponise ‘NIMBY’ to infer that opposition

must be middle class and hostile to the interests of

working class people. Skilfully linked to that other

weaponised phrase ‘affordable housing’ (a buzzphrase that no longer refers to housing anyone on

low or middle incomes can ever afford) developers

set up a selfish middle class nimbys versus the

common people schism. Shameless and duplicitous

certainly, but it’s a hell of a magic trick; a ‘class war’

narrative spun around to further the interests of the

global alpha elite!

LOOK OUT FOR THE NEXT

AANAF MEETING PLANNED

FOR LATE JANUARY 2019

Details will appear on our

Facebook page , via leaflets,

posters and notices on the

Tarner boards. This will be

the vital public meeting on

the new Amex site build. We

will also continue our discussion WHAT ARE WARD

COUNCILLORS FOR?



In the case of the old Amex site development it is at

least some consolation that the developer, First

Base, wants to positively engage with the

neighbourhood. Before planning permission was

granted its ‘community’ engagement was awful.

In the spring of 2018 a PR company was appointed

to canvass the public and, apparently, encourage

live ‘support’ comments submitted direct to the

council’s planning ‘portal.’ Smiling young PR

operatives clutching Ipads decided to canvas art

college students at the University’s Edward Street

building opposite the site. When told of the cafe’s,

trees, green spaces, new homes and new sources

of employment intended for the vacant site,

students happily confirmed their support. Several

students (also neighbours) later registered their

dismay at having seeing their names, addresses

and comments posted on the council portal.

In fairness to the developer I should say that they

absolutely refute any suggestion that students were

tricked. But as news of the students experience

spread around the neighbourhood it simply added to

the anger already invoked by another incident.

Here the deveoper had got involved with a charity

Sunday Roast event at Brighton Youth Club (just a

stones throw from the Amex site).

Intended for elderly and socially isolated members

of the local community it was strange that residents

of White Street (like Queenie Saunders for instance)

or any nearby streets weren’t invited. Again, in fairness, there may be a reasonable explanation.

Some of my neighbours, whilst similarly perplexed

by the developers clutzy ‘PR’ strategy, urge that we

put it all behind us now.

I think they’re right. It’s possible that the PR

company appointed back in the spring got a right

bollocking. As of November 2018 First Base have

deployed their own recently appointed Stakeholder

and External Relations officer. To their credit First

Base appear to have understood that if they’re to

benefit from good ‘external relations’ existing

grievances need taking into account. In the spirit of

forging a renewed (this time) positive developer/

neighbourhood relationship, First Base have agreed

in-principle to fund a set of resident-led initiatives.

These include rejuvenating green space at the end

of White/Blaker Street into a community garden, and

a Sunday Roast event where the likes of Queenie

are invited.



And so if you’re reading this article on the pages of

something called ’The Little Globe’ it means this

resident-led initiative also sprang to life thanks to a

donation from First Base. This fresh approach to PR

bodes well for the future given their stated aim is long

term involvement with the community.



If you’re a citizen of Brighton and Hove it ends badly.

The only ‘housing’ crisis tackled is the one facing

buyers of luxury apartments (often overseas buyers

snapping up whole floors at a time) who just can’t

find enough places to park their millions. It ends

badly because the lifeless architecture will deliver, as

always, little or no genuinely affordable housing. And

the much vaunted ‘high quality public realm’ will be—

So how does this story end? For developer and

investors it ends very well of course; their application in my opinion—a bit crap (unless sun-starved wind

granted despite an array of serious misgivings voiced tunnels are your thing). For residents along White

Street it is genuinely heartbreaking – two years of

by members of the planning committee. Overnight

noise and dust ending in a cliff-face of seven storey

the land-value of the site soared as it always does.

boxes looming high above them where the sky used

For planning chiefs and the council overall it ends

to be.

very well too. The council can now boast of another

Carry on the conversation on this topic—maybe you

‘victory’ in the battle to solve the cities ’housing crisis’ (an outrageous claim) and another employment- completely disagree with this author! - go to our Facebook

group ‘Amex Area Neighbourhood Action Forum’

led boost to the local economy.



In the near future...White Street looking west



Want to write, draw, tell stories, send in

photos, take over production of a whole

edition!! (or fund) for the next Little Globe?



Speakers’ Corner

'Free speech allowed!’



44 George Street,

BN2 1RJ



A new cafe and venue in Kemptown where you can

enjoy wonderful food, specialist coffees and teas in

a welcoming and creative environment.

Poetry nights, creative writing groups, photography

workshops, live acoustic music sets and possibly

the best sound system in any Brighton cafe where

we listen to classic recordings and music from

around the world.

Come and sit at the large communal table and join

the conversation! Storefront sign by Zara Wood/Inkmillvinyl



Contact us on

Facebook: search

‘Amex Area

Neighbourhood

Action Forum’



sketch by

Steph



We are a group campaigning for:













Our campaign is open to all who support its aims, though currently based in Brighton and Hove we network with other organisations committed to these ends across the country with the goal

of developing a national voice.











An end to spiralling rents in the private sector

Abolition of the Right to Buy

Building new social/council housing

For rent controls

Longer more secure tenancies and

mandatory licencing of private landlords

For ethical landlord schemes

For ethical lettings agencies

For standards of service and rent levels

associated with ethical landlords and lettings

agencies

http://livingrent.org.uk/
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ABOUT OUR NEIGHBOUR DAN...Daniel Locke is an artist and graphic novelist.



His most recent



graphic novel Out of Nothing, was published in November 2017 by Nobrow Press. Since 2014 Daniel Locke

has been closely associated with the ecology charity Rewilding Sussex. In June 2015 he was asked by them to

complete a new comic everyday for 30 days for the Wild Life Trusts campaign 30 Days Wild. @danielULocke



NEARLYMADES

If, on a winter’s day, you spy a man on the path

ahead of you stop, turn back and then start to

examine some random bin overflow, or peeling

paint, or a pavement pizza – you might wonder

what is wrong. If he then pulls out his phone and

starts to take photos of his find, muttering or

giggling to himself – well, you could be tempted to

cross the road to avoid him.

But, take a second look before you stride

purposefully onwards. Sure, it could be a local

eccentric on his regular patrol, but there’s a

strong chance you’ve come upon Brighton-based

artist, Simon Russell, gathering material for one of

his nearlymades.

Lying on your back, finding faces in the clouds.

Walking home under yellow street lights and

mistaking a bush for a lurking figure. Seeing Jesus

in your toast… You’d be a rare human, indeed, if

you had never glimpsed a nearlymade of your own!

Where most of us might comment that a cloud

overhead looks like a dog and then go about our

day, Simon has been photographing these

illusions, combining them with others and editing

them in his camera or on his computer to build stories and comics that feel like they’ve always

been waiting for us. Nobody else will know the allusions and in-jokes that he found in these pictures,

but that’s okay – he can never know

the connections and references that his readers

bring to them either. The game is always in play,

and when you look at a picture again or from

a different angle, you may find a completely different nearlymade.

And that’s exactly the point of all the nearlymades:

to change the way we interact with the urban world

around us and to delight in the layering of stories

and imagination over the mundane. Simon says



he hopes that people will be moved to stop and

record their own nearlymades, ideally sharing them

online and spreading the idea, like Philip K Dick’s

ever-expanding wave of kipple.

Since the publication of his book Nearlymades,

Simon has been collecting more and more images

as he walks the Brighton streets, and he’s

trained his children, The Noisy Boys, to seek them

out too – encouraging them to take more notice of

their surroundings and to discover hidden worlds

for themselves.

He shares some pieces on social media, but is in

the process of building a new collection where he’s

adding to his photographs by drawing and painting

over the top of them rather than the digitally

manipulated files of the early versions. “I think I

needed this more hands-on approach to connect

me better with the place I found the images... And

to be sure that the pictures I make are distinctly

mine, as more and more people make their own

nearlymades.”

So, if you’re not in a mad hurry to get to your next

appointment, pause a moment and introduce yourself to the man photographing the mess the corner.

If it is Simon, he’ll be happy to talk about his work

and how we can all find nearlymades around us. If

it’s not him, well, you might just make a friend out

of the local eccentric and find there are

great stories in his life you can enjoy. (see two

nearlymades overpage—p12)

Check out Nearlymades and other work by our

neighbour Simon Russell at

boinggraphics.co.uk/shop



Friends Centre offers low-cost, all

ability level classes at Ivory Place. Among these Painting in Acrylics – is run by local artist Zara.

Find out more www.friendscentre.org and go see

Zara’s work at www.zaraslattery.com
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A poem by our neighbour

Richard Clayton

I sat with the Silent Majority

And time, most productively, went

I asked, ‘what were your names and jobs?

Your lives, how were they spent?’

Not one of them did answer me!

Not one got up and said

‘Our lives were very pleasant, thanks

But we’re happier now we’re dead!’

And in the Silence from them

A message to me they brought

‘Enjoy the wondrous life you have

For your life, like ours, is short!’

And, in that moment, it came to me

Awareness soft and sure

That in warmth of sun and fresh blown air

I needed Nothing more!

I had, in that Moment, touched them

The Peacefully Resting Dead

And embraced what they had told me

And lived what they had said!



With thanks to all in the hood! Special thanks to

the Resource Centre (amazing staff!) to Emma

and Kirsty at TDC and to Edward Street Quarter

Ltd for its kind donation.



@Simon_at_Boing
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